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ABSTRACT

In this sample paper you can find information regarding the
study of human interaction with a computer application that
manipulates massive amount of information in real-time.
Here are discussed the matters of assuring high
performance and responsiveness of the system when
interacting with a human user. It is also presents a way to
establish efficient communication between entities that
form crowds and the user input: how to apply external
forces to dynamic entities.
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INTRODUCTION

Human-Computer Interaction is a wide area of study that
brings together multiple disciplines, like: computer science,
behavioral science, design and media studies. Those are just
a few fields of interest that are also tangent to the subject of
this paper.
The need for a fast means of computation in case of
massive amounts of data is a matter of computer science
innovation. GPU uses parallel and distributed methods in
order to increase the computational performance. This
paper shows examples of calculus based on those GPU
methods of parallelism.

series of forces and relations, out of which we differentiate
in this study: (a) attraction towards a target or another
individual and (b) rejection between an individual and
another individual or obstacle. The study of those processes
requires a means of simulation and real time visualization
of scenarios; the interaction between entities must also
allow to be manipulated by a user.
This paper has as purpose the development and analysis of
some flexible and scalable solutions for real-time execution
of socio-physical scenarios using graphical processing units
(the GPU provides a good environment for real-time
manipulation of massive quantities of data by using parallel
computation mechanisms).
In order to achieve our purpose, we simulate generalized
functional patterns applied on entities. Those are described
as attraction forces, rejection forces, movement towards an
end point (objective point/target) and the concept of
obstacle and. Regarding crowd simulation, multiple entities
can be grouped in so-called clusters. Entities in the same
cluster are characterized by similar behaviors in response to
external events; see the figure 1 below for a graphical
representation. Each group is defined by one or more
atomic actions, just as the ones presented earlier (rejection,
attraction etc.). An entity can be part of multiple clusters or
none, thus the increasing diversity: there are multiple
possible combinations of atomic functions/actions resulting
in the creation of complex behaviors.

Another aspect is represented by the behavioral sciences.
This is a field that requires the analysis of huge quantities
of data. This is where GPU comes in handy. The analysis of
information is done real-time and the responsiveness of the
application assures a good user experience. Socio-physics is
a branch of behavioral sciences that also uses mathematical
and physical tools in order to understand the behavior of
human crowds.
Socio-physical systems are representations of complex, real
life interaction processes between diverse dynamic entities
The interactions can be abstracted into simple mathematical
operations. The individuals/entities are characterized by a

Figure 1. Entities grouped in clusters defining similar behaviors.
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Another purpose of this paper is to include user input
responsiveness. That means that the user of an application
such as the one presented here can interact with the entities
and influence their behavior. This has great potential for
further development of socio-physical oriented studies: it
includes real-time and flexible manipulation of data. This
enables the possibility to study more complex scenarios
while maintaining a generalized pattern description for
basic actions. The main idea is that the way or order in
which the actions take place can be influenced by an
outside force – the user.
This paper presents some simple atomic operations that
form the basis of user interactivity. The approach improves
the usability of the system by enabling the creation and
manipulation of data into multiple scenarios. Visualization
of data is also described here as the interface and the means
of communication between the human user and the system:
this way, the evolution of the scenario is interactively
decided.
RELATED WORKS

The related works that have formed the motivation of this
analysis are based on socio-physics study and crowd
simulation. An important aspect is that those rely on the
applicability and simulation of a group dynamics on GPU.
Thus, one of the papers studies the simulation of crowd
dynamics as a socio-physical model using graphical
processing unit parallelism techniques [1]. The matter of
performance is an important aspect when having to deal
with diverse and interdependent computations on big
quantities of data. This requires a specialized type of
hardware architecture. The paper mentioned above is a
study that analyzes the techniques used by the GPU in order
to improve the performance of computations in comparison
with the CPU. It focuses on high level optimization of
parallel computations with application in graphical
simulations.
Another work continues the analysis of performance by
means of hardware improvement. Architecture for real time
crowd simulation using multiple GPUs [2] relies on
dividing the amount of data to be manipulated between
multiple GPU units. The architectural aspect plays an
important role when it comes to realistic representation of
situations that require huge number of entities. Multiple
GPUs on the same machine or organized as a cluster are
used for creating realistic crowd simulation application. It is
one of the first studies to approach this method. Even
though this last presented paper describes a major
performance improvement, the current study does not
mainly rely on it. The major focus is the analysis of the
forces that influence the behavior of entities and how it can
be manipulated by the end user (the human interaction).

focus is the study of pedestrians’ motion. Just as this paper
wants to emphasize and analyze, this publication concludes
that pedestrian motion can be classified according to
environment and other pedestrians’ movement. A certain
subject has a goal, a location on the map he/she wants to
arrive to. If her/his movement is not disturbed, the motion is
simple and takes the shortest path. If on the other hand, the
motion of a subject is influenced by another subject, there
appears what we describe in our paper, a rejection force
towards an entity: their positions on the map cannot
overlap. There has to be implemented a mechanism/pattern
of avoidance: an alternative path has to be found. The
Social force model for pedestrian dynamics study mentions
also the concept of border. Those are represented by
buildings, streets, walls, or in a general term, obstacles.
Here, a repulsive effect is described. The pedestrian needs
to acknowledge the presence of such an obstacle and avoid
it; this is presented here as rejection force towards an
obstacle. Another possible action is the attractive effect.
Pedestrians can be attracted by other pedestrians. The
correlated action in our study is the attraction force towards
another entity. This related work describer mathematical
formulas for each type of effect in order to create a
generalized pattern that can be applied in similar situations
for a large number of subjects/pedestrians.
Our study has a similar purpose: studying alternative
methods of efficient pattern generation for entities
interaction between each other and between them and other
objects classified as obstacles.
TYPE OF INTERACTIONS

As presented in the introductory part, the entities in the
system are influenced by a number of forces, for all of
which we want to describe a functional pattern. In addition
to those (the attractive effect and the repulsive effect) the
user input is introduced. It can be classified as a special
kind of influence because it is an outside force that can
manipulate the existing patterns in order to create new
specific scenarios.
We also want to take advantage of the GPU’s specialized
architecture for massive data representation and parallel
computation capability for performance improvement
purposes.
Attraction towards a target

The first and most basic type of force that influences an
entity is the attraction towards an already known target
when there is no obstacle or other entity to influence the
trajectory. Refer to figure 2 for an example of how this is
represented graphically.

The next study, Social force model for pedestrian dynamics
[3] has as purpose the analysis of the physical concepts that
describe behaviors. It formulates a social force model using
concepts on which the human behavior is based. The main
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Figure 2. Attraction force of an entity towards a fixed target.

For visualization, the position of the moving entity is
updated at each frame until it reaches the destination.
When a single entity is involved, the performance of the
computations on the CPU is comparable with the one on the
GPU. The real advantage is observed when there are a huge
number of entities reaching their targets. Figure 3
represents symbolically the possibility of having multiple
entities moving toward different targets.
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Figure 3. Scalability of the number of entities performing
computations in order to reach their targets.

For a CPU implementation this kind of scenario produces
glitches at visualization because of the massive amount of
computations that need to be done.
The attraction towards a target gets more complicated when
obstacles are involved. This is presented in further sections,
as it involves more complex analysis of the environment
that surrounds the entity.
Attraction towards an entity

The next type of attraction is the attraction towards another
entity. This is a more complex type of force because,
despite the case of a target -which is a fixed point, the
subject A has to deal with a moving entity B, as suggested
in figure 4. This means that at each frame the attracted
entity A considers as target the current position of the entity
B, which in turn is updated at every frame. The subject B
could be following its own path towards a target.

ENTITY
B

To make the study more complex, let’s consider the motion
of B follow the model of a bouncing ball that is dropped
from a distance X from the ground. There is a gravitational
force that attracts it to the ground, as well as a rejection
force coming from the ground and walls: this makes the ball
bounce. For a more realistic visualization, there is also a
speed modifier variable that makes the ball slow down as it
touches the ground and walls. This effect is achieved by
adjusting the velocity of the ball using the Verlet
integration [4]; see in figure 5 the mathematical expression
of the Verlet integration: the variable t represents the time, v
is the velocity and a represents the acceleration; this is the
physical interpretation of the formula. The method is often
used in computer graphics for performance reasons, as it
uses simple computations only: additions and subtractions
functions of time. Programmatically, the velocity, time and
acceleration have slightly different meanings: time is
expressed as frames that are to be displayed; the velocity is
actually the position of the entity at a given frame, while the
acceleration represents the difference between the previous
positions of the entity. As an example, at frame F1 (time
t1), entity E has position P1, at frame F2 (time t2) it has
position P2 and at frame F3 (time t3) it has position P3.
Acceleration a is equal at frame F2 with P2-P1 and at frame
F3 with P3-P2. Considering that time variance (delta t)
represents one frame, Verlet integration uses the mean on
the previous and current accelerations in order to determine
the current velocity.

Figure 5. The mathematical expression of Verlet integration.

To summarize, there are three physical forces that act
towards entity B: (1) the gravitational force, (2) the
repulsive/rejection reaction of the ground and walls and (3)
the bouncing slowing down force.
Coming back to entity A, it has to adjust its position taking
into consideration entity B. The result is a mirrored
bouncing effect: A follows the pattern that B’s movement
describes.

TARGET
POSITION B

ENTITY
B
ENTITY
A

Figure 6. Entity B (simulation of a ball) is bouncing to the
wall. The wall is an obstacle that reverses B’s direction of
movement.

Figure 4. Entity A is attracted to the moving entity B.
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Figure 7. Rejection force between multiple entities following the same moving target.
Rejection force between an entity and an obstacle

Before going on to the obstacle concept, notice that in the
previous paragraph we have talked about the bouncing
effect of the entity B when it comes in contact with the
walls. Figure 6 depicts this scenario. This is actually a
rejection force where the walls are obstacles: they reverse
B’s direction of movement: the walls don’t let the ball
(entity B) pass through it.
Another kind of obstacle is represented by static objects
that might interfere with the trajectory of moving entities.
In this case, the moving subjects must find alternative ways
to reach their target by avoiding the obstacles. A more
complex mathematical approach is needed, thus the
justification of GPU performance.
Rejection force between entities

Rejection can also take place between subjects of the same
type: moving entities. Let’s consider the bouncing ball usecase presented earlier. This time, instead of having a single
subject that is attracted to entity B, there are more. We have
to take into consideration the fact that all entities that are
attracted to the same point might overlap. In a 2D
environment, this is not a realistic representation of motion.
This is why we need to find a way to implement the
rejection between entities at the same time as attraction
towards the same bouncing subject B. This is done just like
in the case of static obstacles, only this time each entity is
an obstacle for all the others. At each frame, all entities
change positions, but for each current position, all subjects
adjust their coordinates in the 2D space they move in. Refer
to figure 7 presented above in order to observe the
evolution of such a scenario.
This use-case is fit for observing and analyzing some
scalability performance. As also mentioned previously, the
computations’ complexity is high. A CPU implementation
does introduce glitches and a poor visualization. On the
other hand, the GPU memory and computation capacity are
high enough to not only ensure a smooth visualization, but
also scalability. Depending on the hardware specifications,
the quality of the visualization remains unaltered for a
certain number X of entities. When this threshold X is
outrun, the system becomes slower due to the amount of
time it takes to complete all the computations for all data
(the amount of time to complete all the computations

necessary for displaying a frame); the level of parallelism is
limited by the hardware.
The system has been implemented and analyzed in order to
objectively study the scalability of this scenario. The usecase relies on increasing the number of entities that are
attracted to the bouncing ball B (see table 1): for a number
of 10 entities, it takes approximately 400 microseconds to
render a frame in GPU. The same number of entities is
rendered on CPU in only 100 microseconds. For 100
entities, the amount of time on GPU slightly increases,
reaching approximately 500 microseconds per frame.
Operations on CPU take 400 microseconds. It takes 800
microseconds to perform all computations for 500 subjects
on a GPU, while on a CPU it takes 4500 microseconds.
From this point on, the advantage in performance
introduced by the parallelism implemented on the graphical
processing unit is evident: see table 1 for a representation of
the scalability with regard to time performance (some errors
might be introduces due to approximations). For a further
analysis, when the number of entities is increased to 2000,
the GPU takes approximately 4000 microseconds while the
CPU 10 times longer: 40000 microseconds.
Entities
number

GPU computation
time (microseconds)

CPU computation
time (microseconds)

10

400

100

100

500

400

500

800

4500

1000

2000

10000

2000

4000

40000

Table 1. Number of entities scalability and time performance.
CLUSTERING

Clustering is the technique used to group together entities
that act similarly in given situations. The behavior of the
group is described rather the one specific for each
individual. Atomic operations, just like the ones presented
in the earlier section, are used to define the reaction to a
certain kind of interaction. Refer to Figure 1 for a graphical
representation. The most important part here is defining the
characteristics of the cluster instead of the ones that refer to
an individual. Each entity can decide whether or not to be
part of one or more defined groups. This way, the behavior
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is deduced by the analysis of the influence that all groups
bring to a specific entity.
INTRODUCTION USER INPUT

For a more flexible manipulation of the events that take
place in the entities’ environment, the user input has been
introduced: it creates new scenarios that are not explicitly
described by the program/application. This kind of
interaction is valuable because it improves the usability of
the application. Some default patterns can be manipulated
in order to create new ones.

(2) Even if there is no other obstacle, the entity follows its
path towards the target, which is again an atomic operation
(figure 10). Notice that all operations are performed realtime. In situations when more than one outcome is possible,
the user can manipulate the default behavior and
experiment new scenarios. The responsiveness of the
application is an important objective which this approach
makes sure to accomplish.
TARGET
POSITION

Here, it is considered the input from the user for a use-case
when the entities cannot decide by themselves how to avoid
an obstacle. The user can create the so called temporary
attraction points that act towards entities blocked by an
obstacle. He/she can also control those attraction points by
activating and deactivating them at any time.
Introducing input from a user generates use-cases that are
handled according to the atomic interactions presented in
the previous section: an entity that encounters an obstacle in
its way towards a target is blocked. The user’s input helps it
find an alternative way of reaching the final position. This
automatically generates a scenario in which a user has
impact; out of all the possibilities, somebody chose a
certain one: the entity could avoid the obstacle by turning
left or right (up or down), but the user specified to turn left
(figure 8).

ENTITY
B

Figure 10. After avoiding the fixed obstacle, entity B follows its
target normally, without any other interference.

The user also has control over the number and type of
entities that create the scenario. This information is given at
the beginning of the application, before the rendering of the
scene. This way, he/she can study and measure the
performance of the system and scalability, as well as
simulating the behavior of the entities for a more or less
crowded scenario.
Avoiding obstacles using user input

An example scenario that uses the user’s input in order to
avoid an obstacle is presented in figure 11.

ENTITY

Figure 8. The entity cannot decide by itself which way to avoid
the obstacle.

Going further, there are some possible use-cases: (1) The
entity might encounter another entity, this generating a
rejection force as the one presented earlier (rejection force
between entities). Being an atomic operation, the system
has a default way of handling this situation (figure 9).
ENTITY
A

TARGET
POSITION

The red squares denote the moving entities; those have a
simple route: starting from the left part of the screen, they
want to reach a target on the right part of the screen. The
vertical bar is an obstacle and the points cannot move
further. The two ends of the bar represent the temporary
attraction points mentioned earlier. The entities will start
moving towards that point once the user activates one (or
both) of them; in the case that the user activates both
attraction points at the ends of the obstacle, the subjects
choose to reach the one which is closer. Temporary
attraction holds until the subject reaches it; after that, the
entity follows its path to the target.
APPLICABILITY

ENTITY
B

Figure 9. The system finds an alternative way for B to reach
its target without overlapping entity A.

The previous section - TYPE OF INTERACTIONS
presented the basic atomic operations used in the simple
application referred to in image 11. The red squares have as
purpose reaching a previously known target when there are
obstacles on the way. This simple scenario has been
implemented in order to represent the possibilities offered
by the system for further developing; for example a real-life
application for finding a convenient route knowing a set of
constraints (dead end, the route is for trains only, obstacles
like fences) and also allowing the user to choose; a scenario
could be: ‘here, you can go to the left where the road is
- 179 -

paved or you could take a shortcut through the park’. Figure
11 depicts the result of simulating such a simplified
scenario (some of the red points are stuck, waiting for the
user to take a decision).
CONCLUSION

The interaction between humans and computer [5] is a step
forward in technological research and development. It
enables people to make use of the computation power of a
machine in order to solve and analyze complex problems.
Human-Computer Interaction is a multidisciplinary field of
study: this type of interaction assumes, besides computer
sciences knowledge, the creation of a design or interface for
the human user. This paper has as purpose the study of
those types of interactions from a graphical perspective. It
focuses on the improvements brought by using the GPU as
principal engine of computation for data manipulation
regarding the user experience. The four atomic forces
presented are the basic tools that an end user can
manipulate in order to create complex scenarios.

CPU. The atomic forces: (1) attraction towards a fixed
target, (2) attraction towards another entity, (3) the rejection
force between an obstacle and an entity and (4) the rejection
force between two entities are thus the basic tools for a realtime responsive visualization of data.
Introducing the user input is the next step in developing the
interactive study. This creates responsive visualization of
scenarios that alter the default(programmed) behavior of the
entities. It makes use of the atomic operations presented
above.
All in all, massive data manipulation human computer
interactive applications can be created by making use of the
parallel and distributed systems. The responsiveness is
preserved by transporting the computations’ overhead to the
GPU. The visualization is thus smooth and offers a good
user experience.
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